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Bayesian-Network-Based Reliability
Analysis of PLC Systems
Yu Jiang, Hehua Zhang, Xiaoyu Song, Xun Jiao, William N. N. Hung, Ming Gu, and Jiaguang Sun

Abstract—Reliability analysis is an important part of safety critical programmable logic controller (PLC) systems. The complexity
of PLC system reliability analysis arises in handling the complex
relations among the hardware components and the embedded
software. Different embedded software types will lead to different
arrangements of hardware executions and different system reliability quantities. In this paper, we propose a novel probabilistic
model, called the hybrid relation model (HRM), for the reliability analysis of PLC systems. Its construction is based upon the
execution logic of the embedded software and the distribution of
the hardware components. We prove the constructed HRM to be
a Bayesian network (BN) that captures the execution logic of the
embedded software. Then, we map the hardware components to
the corresponding HRM nodes and embed the failure probabilities
of the hardware components into the well-defined conditional
probability distribution tables of the HRM nodes. With the computational mechanism of the BN, the HRM handles the failure
probabilities of the hardware components as well as the complex
relations caused by the execution logic of the embedded software.
Experiment results demonstrate the accuracy of our model.
Index Terms—Bayesian network (BN), hybrid relation model
(HRM), programmable logic controller (PLC), reliability analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ELIABILITY analysis has become an important part of
the system life cycle. This is particularly true for systems
performing critical applications such as controlling nuclear
power plants and spaceport devices [1], [2]. The reliability of a
system is defined as the probability that the system will perform
its intended function for a specified time period when operating
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under stated environmental conditions [3], [4]. The reliability theory deals with the interdisciplinary use of probability,
statistics, and stochastic modeling, combined with engineering
insights into the scientific understanding of failure mechanisms.
The typical task for the reliability analysis is to build a mathematical reliability model representing the system through a
set of random variables. Then, distributions of these variables
are fully specified to calculate a system-level reliability for the
output parameters [5]–[8]. For programmable logic controller
(PLC) systems, these random variables are the failure probabilities of the hardware components and of software executions
caused by the environment, design weakness, and mishandling.
Traditionally, the reliability analysis of PLC systems is usually realized by combinatorial methods such as fault tree (FT)
[9] and reliability block diagram (RBD) [10]. FT involves specifying a top event to analyze, such as the failure of the system,
followed by identifying all associated events that could lead to
the top event. It can be solved using techniques such as binary
decision diagrams [11]. Analysts extend the traditional FT by
associating a particular Markov process to the leaf node to
improve the modeling power [12]. RBD is a graphical depiction
of the system components and connectors. It can be used to
determine the overall system reliability, when the reliability of
each system component is given. Similar work for extending
the traditional RBD with the Markov process is presented in
[13]. Recently, a more flexible modeling framework, named the
Bayesian network (BN), has been applied in system reliability
[14]. It is similar to the neural network [15], [16] and is
based on the graphical and probabilistic reasoning theory for
handling uncertain probabilistic events. System reliability can
be expressed as a joint probability function over some random
variables and mapped onto a BN. If the qualitative part of the
BN follows the logic connection of the system components,
the causal dependences of the system are then thought to be
understood. Some comparisons between BN and FT in terms
of the modeling and analysis capabilities are presented in [17].
Dynamic BN is a generalization of BN and is also used for the
reliability analysis [18]–[20]. The generalization is introduced
to deal with the temporal correlation between time slices of the
system. Those methods are efficient and easy to use and are the
most widely used models for reliability analysis.
However, those methods present the designers and analysts
with a high-level abstraction of PLC systems, demonstrating
the distributions of the system components and events. They do
not consider the complex relations among system components
caused by the embedded software. For example, different types
of embedded software have different times of memory reading
and processor writing, which will lead to different overall
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reliability quantities. For those reasons, we propose a novel
probabilistic model, called the hybrid relation model (HRM), to
handle the distributions of the system components as well as the
complex relations caused by the embedded software. The HRM
construction is based on the translation of the embedded software. We prove the constructed HRM to be a BN that captures
the execution logic of the embedded software. Each node of the
HRM is mapped to a corresponding system component, and the
failure probability of the mapped component is used to initiate
the conditional probability distribution (CPD) table of the node.
Then, the HRM handles the failure probability of each system
component and the execution logic of the embedded software.
In addition, the HRM supports both predictive and diagnostic
inferences about the reliability properties of the PLC system
with the inference algorithms used in BN.
Generally speaking, the main contributions of our work are
as follows.
1) We present an approach to translate the embedded control
software of PLC systems into an HRM and prove that
the constructed HRM captures the execution logic of the
embedded software.
2) We define some CPD tables for the HRM nodes, map the
system components to the HRM nodes, and initialize the
CPD tables of the nodes with the failure probabilities of
the corresponding components.
3) It is the first time that a model including both the execution logic of the embedded software and the hardware
components in an automatic method can carry on reliability analysis.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
some background on PLC systems and the BN, Section III
presents the proposed HRM construction and initialization,
Section IV presents the computation mechanism for the
HRM and the reliability characterization of the whole system,
Section V presents the experiments on some real industry PLC
systems to illustrate the efficiency and validity of our work, and
Section VII concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND
A. PLC System
A simple PLC system is composed of a microprocessor,
some input devices, and some output actuators. Signals can
be received from input devices such as sensors and switches,
processed by the microprocessor according to the arrangement
of the embedded software, and sent to actuators [21], [22]. It is
essentially an industrial control computer, which works by way
of a periodic scanning mechanism. Each cycle is composed of
three stages, as shown in Fig. 1. The first stage is sampling:
The system reads the input data into the corresponding I/O.
The second stage is processing: The microprocessor applies
the embedded software to the control circuit and refreshes
the state of the I/O image. The last stage is actuating: The
microprocessor refreshes the output according to the state of the
I/O image and actuates the peripherals via the output circuit.
The embedded software is used to control and combine
the signals of these system components together. The International Electrotechnical Commission has defined four stan-

Fig. 1.

Three stages for PLC system cycle.

Fig. 2.

Simple LD for the motor reversible control system.

dard programming languages for PLC [23]: ladder diagram
(LD), instruction list (IL), functional block diagram (FBD), and
structured text (ST). LD has its roots in the U.S. It is based
on the graphical presentation of relay ladder logic. IL is the
European counterpart of LD. As a textual language, it resembles
assembler. FBD expresses the behavior of a controller as a
set of interconnected graphical blocks, like in the electronic
circuit diagrams. ST is a very powerful high-level language
that is close to Pascal. It is claimed that the four languages
are equivalent [23]. There are many existing works translating
among the four languages [24]–[26].
In this paper, we focus on LD. Over the past 30 years, LD
has been modified in order to keep up with increasing demands
of the industry. The LD program appears in many PLC systems
currently on the market. The LD program can be subdivided
into networks and rungs. The basic principle of the ladder
logic is the current flowing through the networks and rungs,
from left to right and top to bottom. There are two types of
basic instructions in LD. The first type consists of the regular
instructions representing the conditions of the ladder rung. It is
composed of contacts and logic connections. The second type
consists of some special instructions such as timer, counter,
and coil. If a path can be traced through the asserted contacts,
the rung is true, and the output storage bit will be asserted
true. Fig. 2 shows a simple LD program. It is made up of two
ladder rungs. The symbol −||− is a normally open contact,
representing a primary input. When the value of X1 is 1, the
contact stays in the closed state, and the current flows through
the trace. The symbol −|/|− is a normally closed contact.
When the value of Y1 is 0, the contact stays in the closed
state, and the current flows through the trace. For more detailed
information about the other instructions, check [23].
B. BN
BN [27] is a directed probabilistic graphical model. Each
node in the graph represents a random variable, and the arc
between two nodes expresses the conditional probabilistic dependence of the two random variables. The formal definition of
the BN is the tuple N, E, P .
1) N is the set of nodes: N = {n1 , n2 , . . . , nn }, and ni is
the label of the node.
2) E is the set of arcs: E = {eij |there is an arc from
node ni to nj }, and eij is the label of the arc.
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Simple BN example for road state.
TABLE I
CPD FOR THE S TATE OF ROAD : W ET OR D RY

Fig. 4. Algorithm to translate the LD into a graph structure.

3) P is the set of CPDs: P = {f (ni |parent(ni ))}.
parent(ni ) denotes the parents of the node ni , and
f (ni |parent(ni )) is the conditional distribution of variable ni given all its parents.
The first two items make up a directed acyclic graph (DAG),
which is the qualitative part of the BN. The qualitative part is
used to encode the conditional independence statements of a
multivariate statistical distribution, representing that a variable
is conditionally independent of its nondescendants given its
parents. All of these conditional independences can be extracted
from a BN structure using the d-separation rules.
The third item is the quantitative part of the BN. The
conditional independences embedded among the random variables are described through the CPD tables. The CPD tables
allow us to calculate the joint probability function in a simplified form (2) compared to the original form (1), where
f (n1 , n2 , . . . , nn ) is the joint distribution of those variables and
f (nn |nn−1 · · · n1 ) is the distribution of nn given all the other
variables
f (n1 , n2 , . . . , nn ) = f (nn |nn−1 · · · n1 )
· f (nn−1 |nn−2 · · · n1 ) · · · f (n1 ) (1)
f (n1 , n2 , . . . , nn ) =

n


f (ni |parent(ni )) .

(2)

i=1

A simple BN example is shown in Fig. 3. It captures the
relations among the weather, sprinkler, and road. The weather
can be sunny or rainy, the road can be wet or dry, and the
sprinkler can be on or off. There are some causal links among
the three nodes. If it is rainy, it will make the road wet directly. If
it is sunny for a long time, we can make the road wet indirectly
by turning on the sprinkler. Those causal correlations among
the three objects are expressed with the directed arcs and the
CPD table. The first line of the table represents the fact: When
the weather is sunny and the sprinkler is closed, the road is wet
with the probability of zero (Table I).

Based on the BN graphical structure and some CPD tables
that reflect the reality of the three objects, both predictive and
diagnostic inferences can be performed.
III. HRM C ONSTRUCTION
This section introduces a probabilistic modeling method of
the PLC system embedded with the LD program. An algorithm
is proposed to translate the LD program into the HRM, and
the constructed HRM is proved to be a BN that captures the
underlying dependence model of the execution logic of the
LD program. Then, some CPD tables for the HRM nodes are
defined and initiated with the failure probabilities of the mapped
system components.
A. Qualitative Part Structure Construction
The execution logic of the embedded LD program is ignored by the original component-based FT, RBD, and BN
methods. We intend to model the complex relation into the
HRM with an automatical method. The key challenge to
build the HRM is to organize these contacts, coils, special
instructions, and connections in a structured way. Since the
microprocessor processes the input signals according to the
arrangement of the ladder program from left to right and
from top to bottom, we develop an iterative traversal algorithm for the translation. The translation algorithm is shown
in Fig. 4. The algorithm makes use of a structure node
Struct node {char∗ type; node∗ left; node∗ right; }.
Based on the structure node, the algorithm builds an undirected
graph model. All the contacts, special instructions, and connections are mapped to the nodes in the graph structure.
We will now examine the algorithm in detail. The coil of
each ladder rung is ignored and will be processed in the next
procedure. In the first case, the ladder2 is the minimal ladder
block that is serially connected to the rest of the ladder logic
block. We traverse the contacts of the ladder rung to find the
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Fig. 5. Graph structure result from the algorithm.

of the LD program, processing from the top to bottom, is also
captured.
Then, we prove that the constructed HRM is a minimal representation of the underlying dependence model of the execution
logic of the LD program and is a BN. The proof process is based
on the description in [28] and [29]. We start by introducing
some basic concepts such as conditional independence and d
separation. Then, we prove that all dependences among the
LD program can be captured in the HRM. The following
fundamental definitions have been defined in [28].
Definition 1: Let M be a dependence model, which consists of a set of random variables V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } and a
probability function P over these variables. V1 , V2 , and V3 are
the subsets of V . Then, V1 and V2 are said to be conditional
independent given V3 , if the joint probability function P over
these three subsets satisfies
P (V1 |V2 , V3 ) = P (V1 |V3 )

Fig. 6. HRM for the PLC system controlled by LD shown in Fig. 2.

last contact I or the last parallel-connected structure IS, where
I or IS is serially connected with the proceeding contacts. The
ladder2 consists of the ladder block I or IS, and the ladder1
consists of the rest of the ladder rung. The original ladder
rung is translated into an Sconnection node, with two subgraph
structure construction tasks. In the second case, the ladder1 and
ladder2 are the maximal ladder logic blocks that are in parallel
connection, which can be processed similarly to the first case.
The atomic instructions of a ladder rung must be one of the
last three cases, including the regular instructions such as logic
contacts and special instructions such as timer. The result of the
translation algorithm for the first ladder rung in Fig. 2 is a graph
structure shown in Fig. 5.
When we get the undirected graph structure with the proposed algorithm, we can accomplish the construction process
by the following three actions: adding a coil node to the root
of the graph structure, rotating the graph structure, and adding
all the arcs with direction from the top to bottom. The final
graph structure in Fig. 6 is the HRM corresponding to the first
ladder rung in Fig. 2. It is obvious that the execution logic of
the LD program, processing from the left to right, is captured in
this DAG. We present more formal proof process hereinafter.
If we apply this translation framework from the first ladder
rung to the final ladder rung repeatedly, the execution logic

or

P (V2 |V1 , V3 ) = P (V2 |V3 ).

The conditional independence between V1 and V2 given V3 is
denoted by the notation I(V1 , V3 , V2 ).
Definition 2: A subset V1 of V is called a Markov blanket
of element vi , if I(vi , Vi ; V − Vi − vi ) holds. Furthermore, the
subset Vi is called a Markov boundary of vi , if none of its proper
subset satisfies the triple independence relation.
Definition 3: Let d = {vd1 , vd2 , . . . , vdn } be a reordering of
the random variables {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } of the dependence model
M . The boundary strata of M relative to d are an ordered set
{Vd1 , Vd2 , . . . , Vdn }, where Vdi is a Markov boundary of vdi
with respect to the set {vd1 , vd2 , . . . , vd(i−1) }. The DAG D,
created by designating each Vdi as the parents of the corresponding vertex vdi , is called a boundary DAG of M relative
to the ordering d.
Definition 4: Let D be a DAG, which consists of a set of
nodes N = {n1 , n2 , . . . , nn } and arcs among them. N1 , N2 ,
and N3 are the subsets of N . N1 and N2 are said to be d
separated given N3 , if there is no path between any node in N1
and N2 satisfying the following two properties: 1) Every node
on the path with converging arrows is in N3 or has a descendant
in N3 , and 2) every node on the path without converging arrows
is outside N3 . The d-separated relation between N1 and N2
given N3 is denoted by the notation N1 |N3 |N2 .
Definition 5: A DAG D is said to be an I-map of a dependence model M , if every d-separation condition displayed in
D corresponds to a valid conditional independence relation in
M . Furthermore, D is a minimal I-map of M , if none of the
arc can be deleted without destroying its implied dependence
model M .
Based on the dependence model M , the DAG D, and those
definitions of joint probability functions on the dependence
model M and the DAG D, the following definition proved in
[28] shows the equivalence between DAG and BN.
Definition 6: If the DAG D is a boundary DAG of the
dependence model M relative to an ordering d, D is a minimal
I-map of M . Furthermore, if the DAG D is a minimum I-map
of the dependence model M , D is called a BN of M .
Finally, we draw the conclusion that shows the equivalence
between the HRM and BN as follows.
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Theorem 1: The constructed HRM is a minimal I-map of
the underlying execution logic dependence model of the LD
program used to control PLC system and is a BN.
Proof: Let {vi } denote the signal flowing through the ladder rung from the left to right, including the signals generated
by the input sensors (contacts) and the result generated by the
execution of the PLC microprocessor (special instructions and
connections between contacts). It is a one-to-one mapping to
HRM node {ni }. We give a reordering d over the random
signal variables {vi }. The ordering d satisfies the property:
For two random variables vi and vj , vi must appear before
vj if vi is on the left side of vj . That means that signal vi is
the input signal of the connection logic execution of the PLC
microprocessor while signal vj is the output of the execution.
With this ordering, we derive the Markov boundary of a variable according to the dependence model with the following
two principles: 1) If vj represents the output signal of PLC
microprocessor logic execution, its Markov boundary is the
signal variables {vi } that are used to generate vj , and 2) if
vi represents the signal generated by a contact and a special
instruction execution, then its Markov boundary is null. Then,
the parents of each node variable are its Markov boundary in
the HRM. This is an important and useful feature captured by
the translation algorithm and the direction arcs on the translated
graph structure. By Definition 6, the HRM is a boundary DAG,
a minimal I-map of execution logic dependence model M of
the ladder program, and, thus, a BN.

According to the theorem, the constructed HRM in Fig. 6 is
a minimal I-map of the underlying dependence model of the
first ladder rung shown in Fig. 2. The execution logic of the LD
program can be mapped into the HRM nodes through the translation algorithm and the arcs of the translated graph structure.
The contacts, special instructions, coils, and connections of the
LD program can be mapped to the PLC system components.
For example, the contacts can be mapped to input devices such
as sensors, the coils can be mapped to actuators such as motors,
and the connections and special instructions can be mapped to
the execution of the PLC microprocessor. We harmonize the
system components and the embedded software through this
mapping process.
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TABLE II
CPD FOR C ONTACT N ODE

TABLE III
CPD FOR S PECIAL I NSTRUCTION N ODE

TABLE IV
CPD TABLE FOR C ONNECTION N ODE T HAT R EPRESENTS THE
S ERIAL L OGIC E XECUTION OF PLC M ICROPROCESSOR

TABLE V
CPD FOR C ONNECTION N ODE T HAT R EPRESENTS THE PARALLEL
L OGIC E XECUTION OF PLC M ICROPROCESSOR

B. Quantitative Part Structure Construction
As described in Section II, the quantitative part of the BN is
a set of CPD tables. Each CPD table is driven by the core distribution function P = {f (nti |parent(nti ))}. The joint probability
distribution can be expressed by the product of each conditional
probability. In the HRM, we have four types of nodes: the coil
node, contact node, special node, and connection node. Each
node can be mapped to a corresponding hardware component.
We need to incorporate the failure probabilities of the corresponding hardware components into these variables by welldefined CPD tables. Those CPD tables are listed in Tables II–V.
Table II is the CPD table of the contact node. Because
the contact node is mapped to the input devices such as the
sensor and switch, we must use the failure probabilities of these
components to initialize the table. In the table, x represents the
correct input of the PLC system, and εs represents the failure

probability of the input devices. The contact node Os has four
possible values: 1) “10” represents that the correct input should
be one but the actual sampling value of the component turns out
to be zero; 2) “01” represents that the correct input should be
zero but the actual sampling value of the component turns out
to be one; 3) “00” represents that the correct input should be
zero and the actual sampling value of the component is zero;
and 4) “11” represents that the correct input should be one and
the actual sampling value of the component is one.
The special node mapped to special instructions such as
timer and counter can be regarded as an execution of the PLC
microprocessor, just like an input sampling of the sensor. It is
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translated as a leaf node with the proposed algorithm, just like
the contact node, as shown in Fig. 5. Hence, the CPD table
for the special node has the same structure as Table II. εp is
the failure probability of the PLC microprocessor, denoting the
probability that the processor generates an error output of the
instruction execution.
Then, let us consider the CPD table of the connection node.
The CPD table for the serial logic connection is presented
in Table IV. The table is coincident to those of the contact
node and special node. The connection between atomic instructions can be regarded as parallel and serial logic executions
of the PLC microprocessor. Each connection node (Oe ) has
two parent nodes (O1 , O2 ). The connection node also has
four possible values. “10” represents that the correct output
of this logic execution should be one but the microprocessor
generates actual output of zero due to some uncertain errors.
The uncertain errors include the errors inheriting from its parent
nodes and the errors caused by the current logic execution of the
PLC microprocessor. The other three values can be explained in
the same way.
Take Fig. 6 as an example. We map the contact node Y1 to
O1 and the parallel connection node P1 to O2 and generate the
value of the serial connection node S1 . The value of (Y1 , P1 )
is (11, 01). It means that the correct output of the two nodes
should be (1, 0) but the actual output of the two nodes is
(1, 1). The error of P1 may be caused by the sampling error
inheriting from X1 and Y0 or by the logic execution of the
PLC microprocessor. The error will be propagated to the serial
connection node S1 . When S1 inherits this error, the actual
output will turn out to be one while the correct output should be
zero. Furthermore, when the PLC microprocessor happens to
be in error at the same time, the wrong output, due to the error
inheriting from P1 , will be inverted. The error will be canceled
out. Hence, the values of S1 are “10” with probability of 1 − εp
and “11” with probability of εp . Detailed information about this
case is presented in the 14th line of Table IV. The other lines
can be explained in the same way.
The CPD table for the parallel connection node is presented
in Table V. The structure and the probability of each value are
defined in the same manner with that of the serial connection
node. Take Fig. 6 as an example. We map the contact node X1
to O1 and the contact node Y0 to O2 and generate the value
of the first connection node P1 . The value of (X1 , Y0 ) is (11,
01). It means that the correct output of the two nodes should
be (1, 0) but the actual output of the two nodes is (1, 1). The
error of Y0 may be caused by the sampling error and will be
propagated to the connection node P1 . When P1 inherits this
error and the PLC microprocessor happens to be in error at the
same time, the actual output will turn out to be zero while the
correct output should be one. Furthermore, when P1 inherits
this error only, the error will be canceled out. Hence, the values
of P1 are “10” with probability of εp and “11” with probability
of 1 − εp . Detailed information about this case is presented in
the 14th line of Table V.
Finally, we initiate the CPD table for the coil node. It is
presented in Table VI. The coil node can be mapped to the
actuator device of the PLC system. The actuator device is just
controlled by the output signal of the PLC system. Hence, the

TABLE VI
CPD TABLE FOR THE C OIL N ODE

coil node cannot cancel out the errors inheriting from its parent
node. When the values of its parent node are “01” and “10,”
the actuator will be in error with probability of one. When
the values of its parent are “00” and “11,” the coil node will
be in error with the probability of εa . εa is the reliability of
the actuator, denoting the probability that the actuator fails to
accomplish the task.
We have incorporated the reliability of the PLC input devices, PLC microprocessor, and actuators into these CPD tables. What we need is to change the values of εs , εp , and εa
according to the stated operation environment. We can perform
predictive and diagnostic inferences to study the behavior of the
whole system or a single component.
IV. HRM C OMPUTATION
A. Inference Algorithm
Given the HRM graphical model and the corresponding CPD
tables, we can evaluate all possible predictive and diagnostic
inferences efficiently. A number of algorithms have been invented to solve the inference problems. One of the most popular
algorithms is the message passing algorithm, which is an exact
inference algorithm. It is based on the local message passing
on a junction-tree structure, the nodes of which are subsets of
the original random variables. All the approximate inference
methods are based on sampling techniques. Based on those
algorithms, many software tools such as Netica [30] have been
implemented.
Before we perform the inference algorithms, we must first
compile the HRM to get the final junction tree. The compiling
process to get the nodes of the junction tree named as clique and
the connections among the cliques is divided into the following
three steps.
1) Graph moralization: We must check every node in the
HRM. If the node has more than one parent and the
parents have not been connected by arcs, we add undirected edges among those parents to ensure that every
parent–child set is a complete graph. Then, we delete the
direction of arcs in the HRM to get the moral graph.
2) Graph triangulation: We look for the cycles longer than
three nodes in the moral graph and break them into the
cycles of three nodes by additional edges. The purpose is
to transform the moral graph into a complete graph. We
can triangulate the moral graph by more than one way.
Some heuristic schemas are adopted to make the moral
graph triangulated by adding a minimum number of edges
[29], [31].
3) Tree formation: The node of the junction tree named
clique is a maximal set of nodes where all nodes in the
set are connected. Global consistency is automatically
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preserved by constructing the junction tree in the following manner: 1) Between any two cliques Ci and Cj , there
is a unique path, and 2) the variables in the set Ci ∩ Cj
must be contained in all the cliques along the path. A
tree can be constructed according to heuristic schemas
presented in the previous step to meet the two properties.
Then, inference is performed by maintaining functions related to the joint distributions of all variables in the clique.
Let us take an information flow example in two neighboring
cliques to understand the key feature of the message passing.
Let clique C1 = {Ni }, clique C2 = {Nj }, and node set S12 =
C1 ∩ C2 = {Ns } which is the intersection of the two cliques.
Then, the probabilities of them are defined as follows:

f (ni |parent(ni ))
(3)
P (C1 ) =
ni ∈C1

P (C1 , C2 ) =

P (C1 )P (C2 )
.
P (S12 )
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The second method is to set the εs with the failure probability
of the first ladder rung, because the error probability of I(Y0 )
is the error probability of O(Y0 ) of the first ladder rung. The
relation can be captured with either of the two methods. If the
LD program is considerably large and has high connectivity
between ladder rungs, the size of the cascaded HRM becomes
large. This results in large number of CPD tables and complex
calculation with limited memory resources. In our work, we
prefer to use the second method.
Second, we need to know how to combine the independent
failure probability of each ladder rung. After the failure probability of each ladder rung is obtained by applying the inference
algorithm, we can get the final reliability characterization function for the whole PLC system as follows.
Theorem 2: The reliability characterization function of a
PLC system is

(4)

Equation (3) is about the conditional distribution of the variable
C1 in the junction tree. It is expressed by the conditional probabilities of the variables in the original HRM. The expressions
for variables C2 and S12 are in the same manner. Equation
(4) is the joint probability function over the cliques C1 and
C2 . They must agree on the probability of the node set S12 .
When there is new evidence for the clique C1 , the CPD for
the clique C2 must also be changed to adapt to the agreement
on S12 . Thus, we need to compute the marginal probability of
S12 from probability potential of the clique C1 and use this
probability scaling factor to scale the probability potential of
C2 . This transmission process is called message passing, and
every new piece of evidence is added to the network by this
type of local message passing.
B. System Reliability
We have presented the computational mechanism to analyze
the reliability characterization of the PLC system corresponding to each independent ladder rung. The LD program is
composed of many ladder rungs, which may relate with each
other. For example, the output of a ladder rung may work as an
input of another ladder rung. As a result, we have to consider the
effect of this relation as well as how to combine the independent
failure probability of each ladder rung to get the reliability
characterization of the whole PLC system.
First, we have to find out how the relation will affect the
failure probability of another ladder rung. We take the program
in Fig. 2 as an example to illustrate the relation and its effects.
As to the motor reversible control program, the output O(Y0 ) of
the first ladder rung is an input I(Y0 ) of the second ladder rung.
We must calculate the reliability characterization of O(Y1 ) with
the consideration of the input I(Y0 ). As we can see, when we
translate the second ladder rung with the proposed algorithm,
the contact I(Y0 ) will be translated as a leaf node similar to the
other primary inputs. We need to initiate the CPD of this node
in the form of Table II. The first method is to set the εs with a
value of zero and cascade the translated graph structure of the
first ladder rung (Fig. 5) to the node corresponding to I(Y0 ).

f =1−

i≤n


(f (Oi ))

i=1

where f (Oi ) is the failure probability of the ith ladder rung and
n is the total number of the ladder rungs.
Proof: The formula (1 − f (Oi )) denotes
 the probability
that the ith ladder rung is not in failure, and i≤n
i=1 (1 − f (Oi ))
denotes the probability that all the ladder rungs are not in
failure. The failure probability of a PLC system is the sum of all
the combinations that there is at least one ladder rung in failure.
It equals to one minus the probability that none of the ladder
rungs is in failure.

V. E XPERIMENT R ESULT
In this section, we illustrate our method with a small example. Then, we validate our method through more complex industry applications. For those applications, the HRM is
constructed with the proposed algorithm, and the conditional
probabilities are assigned by the well-defined CPD tables. We
use Netica for compiling the junction tree and propagating the
probabilities in order to compute the reliability characterization
of these systems. We also calculate the reliability characterization of those systems with the original component-based RBD
and BN methods. Finally, we devise some random simulations
to confirm the correctness of the reliability characterization.
The simulations run on a computer with 3.06-GHz CPU and
2 GB of memory. The Monte Carlo simulation framework for
the reliability analysis is based on fault injection. We embed
the error probabilities of the system components into the Monte
Carlo simulator.
A. Small Example
Let us calculate the PLC system that controls the motor
to move forward and stop. It consists of some sensors to
sample the inputs of buttons, a processor to process those inputs
according to the embedded LD program shown in Fig. 2, and
the actuator motor. The HRM of the system corresponding to
the first ladder rung is shown in Fig. 6. The HRM corresponding
to the second rung is similar. We set ε for each component
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TABLE VII
CPD FOR N ODE P1

Fig. 7.

Component distribution of the industrial automated system.

Fig. 8.

First diagram used to control the piston system in Fig. 7.

TABLE VIII
R ELIABILITY FOR M OTOR C ONTROL S YSTEM

as follows: 0.05 for the sensor, 0.02 for the processor, and
0.01 for the motor. Then, we use these failure probabilities of
components to initiate the quantitative part of the HRM. For
example, the CPD table of node P1 that represents the reliability
of the processor output signal is an instance of Table V, shown
in Table VII.
The reliability characterization of the motor control system
with the HRM-based methods is 0.83%. If we do not consider
the execution logic of the embedded LD program, the reliability
characterization for hardware-component-based BN and RBD
methods is 0.67%, while the failure probability of the system
simulation is 0.91%. We change the failure probability of
the processor and keep the others the same. The results are
presented in Table VIII. As can be observed in those results,
in comparison to the original component-based RBD and BN
methods, the HRM-based reliability analysis is more close to
the simulation results.
B. Complex Applications
The first complex application is an actual industrial PLC
system, which was originally published in [32]. The hardware
component distribution of the system is shown in Fig. 7. It
consists of four pistons (A, B, C, and D) which are operated
by four solenoid valves (V1 , V2 , V3 , and V4 ). Each piston has
two corresponding normally open limit sensor contacts. Three
push buttons are provided to start the system, stop the system
normally, and stop the system immediately in emergency. In
a manufacturing facility, such piston systems can be used to

load/unload parts from a machine table and extend/retract a
cutting tool spindle.
There are four embedded LD programs used to control the
aforementioned hardware component deployment. The four LD
programs are shown in Figs. 8–11. The functions of the four
programs are presented in [32]. They accomplish different services by actuating those pistons in different sequences. We set
the failure probabilities of the system components in Table IX.
We can also change the failure probability of the processor and
keep the others the same. Then, the failure probabilities of the
system corresponding to the four LD programs are listed in
Tables X–XIII, respectively.
As can be observed from the simulation results presented in
the fifth column of Tables X–XIII, the final failure probability
of the piston system is different when it is controlled by
different LD programs. With the same PLC processor failure
probability, more complex LD programs will lead to higher
failure probability. This is due to the fact that a more complex
LD program will engender more complex arrangements of
the logic executions of the system components. On the other
hand, the reliability characterizations obtained by the original
component-based BN and RBD methods, as presented in the
second and third columns of the four tables, are the same.
The values are not close to the simulation results. This is due
to the fact that they mainly consider the distribution of the
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Fig. 9.
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Second diagram used to control the piston system in Fig. 7.

Fig. 11. Fourth diagram used to control the piston system in Fig. 7.
TABLE IX
S TATIC FAILURE P ROBABILITY OF E ACH C OMPONENT

TABLE X
R ELIABILITY FOR THE P ISTON S YSTEM C ONTROLLED BY THE L ADDER 1

Fig. 10. Third diagram used to control the piston system in Fig. 7.

system components, the signal dependences among them, and
the complex relations caused by the execution logic of the
LD program being ignored. The HRM-based method is more
accurate. As shown in the fourth column of each table, the
error between the HRM results and the simulation results is less
than 3%. The results gathered by way of the HRM are more
close to the run time station, because the failure probability of
the single system component and the complex execution logic

of the control program are captured by the HRM and CPD
tables. Furthermore, for the four LD programs, the total time
for the HRM construction of our algorithm and the evidence
propagation in Netica is within 0.1 s.
The other three more complex industry applications are introduced in detail in the papers [33]–[35], including the system
component distributions and the embedded LD programs. The
detailed LD programs are also presented in the website [36].
The first is a PLC control system for a secondary clarifier scum
removal that is installed in the Deer Island Water Pollution
Treatment Facility near Boston, MA. The second is a discrete
manufacturing PLC system, representing a component sorting,
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TABLE XI
R ELIABILITY FOR THE P ISTON S YSTEM C ONTROLLED BY THE L ADDER 2

TABLE XII
R ELIABILITY FOR THE P ISTON S YSTEM C ONTROLLED BY THE L ADDER 3

TABLE XIII
R ELIABILITY FOR THE P ISTON S YSTEM C ONTROLLED BY THE L ADDER 4

TABLE XIV
R ELIABILITY FOR THE D OUBLE -D OOR C ONTROL S YSTEM

assembly, and inspection process. The third is a double-door
control PLC system in the Lingshan stage control system in
China. We set the failure probability of the system components
similar to that of the piston system in Fig. 1. All failure probabilities of the system components are set to be 0.05. Then, the
reliability characterizations of the three systems are presented
in Table XIV–XVI, respectively. From the three tables, we
can see that the HRM is accurate, even with these complex
applications, that the error between the simulations results and
the HRM-based results is also within 0.3, and that the total time
is also within 0.1 s.

TABLE XV
R ELIABILITY FOR D ISCRETE M ANUFACTURING PLC S YSTEM

TABLE XVI
R ELIABILITY FOR C LARIFIER S CUM R EMOVAL S YSTEM

VI. E XPERIMENT A NALYSIS
The experiment results demonstrate the accuracy of our
model. Now, we give a mathematical time complexity analysis
of our model to demonstrate the efficiency and scalability of
our model. The time complexity of the translation algorithm is
O(m · nmax ), where m is the number of ladder rungs in the
LD program and nmax is the number of contacts in the longest
ladder rung. The time complexity of the exact inference in
Netica is O(m · cn · 4|cmax | ), where cn is the number of cliques
in the compiled junction tree of the original HRM and |cmax | is
the number of contacts in the largest clique.
From the aforementioned complexity analysis, we can draw
the conclusion that the proposed HRM is more close to the
simulation results than the original component-based BN and
RBD framework and that the calculation time consumption is
not expensive. Moreover, the flexibility of the HRM is also
useful, because, for different samples of failures, only the
failure probability of the component changes. The constructed
HRM of the system will not change, and the CPD table for each
node needs to be adapted only once. It makes the HRM-based
reliability analysis very efficient for large PLC systems with
complex LD programs.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an HRM for the reliability
analysis of the PLC system. The model is constructed based
on the embedded LD program. The execution logic of the
embedded program is mapped to the HRM through the proposed translation algorithm. The model consists of four kinds of
nodes and some arcs among those nodes. The HRM is formally
proved to be a BN. Then, we have defined some CPD tables
for the nodes according to the semantic of each kind of node.
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All the nodes can be mapped to some corresponding hardware
components through the CPD table initialization. Through
these two mapping processes, both the execution logic of the
embedded control software and the hardware components are
captured. Then, it provides us a convenient way to carry on
predictive inferences about the reliability properties of the PLC
system.
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